Voluntary Youth Project

My name is Danny Schott. I am a 16-year-old reporter from Germany and together with EVAA and its president Kurt Kaschke I want to found a new voluntary project. We want to compile international teams of young people who have the passion of athletics and media to report about EVAC (European Veterans Athletics Championships) and WMAC (World Masters Athletics Championships). We would like to speak to young people, minimum age of 16 in order to create a network of young volunteers. Our idea contains the media work of a team of three, who have the task of taking photos, producing videos, making interviews and writing reports of the championships.

What are the tasks of the team?

The groups of the young reporters have to appoint an officer to manage the volunteers and create the correct teams to work together. During the championships the volunteers are allowed to work for the EVAA. They can work in the same manner as I worked in Zittau during the EVACS 2012. During this European Championships I took many photos and wrote daily articles and interviews for the EVAA-website. Other tasks are for example video reporting, interviewing (f. e. organizers, athletes, spectators) and livestream-reporting (f. e. Twitter or Facebook).

What are the criteria to participate in this project?

You have to be...

... with minimum age of 16.

...interested and motivated for athletics and journalism.

...responsible for the duties and tasks.

...supported by your family and your school/ university/ employer.

...open to ideas, people and free to travel.

...able to work in a team and to co-operate with others.

Together with the EVAA-council I want to realize this project in “Nowa Ruda Commune” on 14th June 2014, where the European Masters Mountain Running Championships (EMMRC) will take place. Together with you we will have exciting experiences and an inspiring time during the championships. If you are interested in participating in the project and fulfill the criteria, please send (me) your application to: dannyschott97@gmail.com.

For more information write me an e-mail.
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